2018 Quotes of the Year
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Harold:
• "How does it feel to use your shower for the first time in a year?" (Harold,
when Heather's shower was finally useable, after being unusable for a year.)
• "I'm not white; I'm an albino." (Harold making a political joke when Heather
put so much lotion on her hands and arms that they were white.)
• "At least you know you're worth spitting upon, Heather." (Harold)
• "Now she's beating chocolate into me!" (Harold, after tossing chocolate onto
the floor and calling the dogs over to get rid of it; so, Holly picked it up, stuck it
down the back of his shirt, and began smashing it into his back.)
• "I'M JUST CLEANING DOG FUR OFF MY PANTS. I'M NOT EVEN LISTENING."
(Harold, cleaning fur off his pants and not listening.)
• "I can't multitask, but I can multi-butt." (Harold, when he was tired and trying
to sit down on the couch when there wasn't room for him.)
"--Mom, she didn't wash her face, and she's going to blow her nose at me!"
(Harold, being facetious about Heather.)
• “I think God is telling me to shut up and diet.” --Harold
(Context: tried to have alexa read scriptures. Started reading diet book
instead.)
• "Maybe, someday when I'm old and have dementia, I'll do that by accident
instead of on purpose. " (Harold: Hi, how are you?; Andrew: I'm good thanks.
How are you?; Harold: Fine. How are you? (REPEAT))
• Voldemort can't blink with HIS nostrils." (Harold, at Chuck A-Rama, during a
conversation about winking with one's nostrils.)
• "Harry Potter's a lot like Nephi; he's like, 'I didn’t do it,' and everybody's
beating him up."—Harold
• "We only have one tongue; don't eat it." -Harold
• "Its hers; throw it out."- Harold
• "Your burping abilities exceed many others." (David, to which Harold replied,
"That sounds like a fortune cookie. "
Holly:
• "It will not hurt you to follow your feelings of creepiness." (Holly, when
Heather got creeped out by one of her brother's friends who seemed like he
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might have been attracted to her. He saw no reason for me not to come over
to his house alone to play a board game. She decided not to.)
"I'm glad you have a friend who knows how to fold a burrito." (Holly, when
Heather said a friend helps her fold her burrito at lunch whenever she gets
one, because the lunch ladies don't fold them anymore.)
"I'm being stared at by a blind dog." (Holly, when Pappy appeared to be just
staring at her, because he wanted up on the chair with her.)
When asked, "Why are you hitting these things?", who replied, "Because
they're in the road." (Holly about speed-bumps in a parking lot)
"I remember...What did I remember?" (Holly. Need I say more?)
"I've got two Harolds living in this house; that's terrible!" (Holly, when
Jonathan taunts her like Harold often does.)
"Shh! I'm being tickled; leave me alone." (Holly)
"'How did you die?' 'I hit the median.' 'You go to hell.'" (Mom, likening what
Harold almost did while driving to a funny story she once heard.)
"You're not the boss, I am. I'm going to poop on you." - Holly.
(After talking about Xena the dog pooping on Dad to show dominance.)
"Payment for sniffing his armpit is some Oatmeal Cookie non-dairy ice cream.”
(Holly, trying to get Harold to bring her a desert from the freezer, after he
joked about wanting to smell Jonathan's armpit.)
"She was already getting ready to go before you attacked her with the
Toucan." (Holly to Harold)
"I loved it when the cow picked his nose!" (Holly, about a little boy playing a
core in the nativity)
"He's not having an anxiety attack; he found his underwear." (Harold's text to
Holly)

David:
• "Your burping abilities exceed many others." (David, to which Harold replied,
"That sounds like a fortune cookie. "
Julie Ann:
• "Don't stick your head in the toilet. Just flush it. " (Julie Ann to Nathaniel)
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"I DIDN'T GET HIT in THE HEAD TODAY, SO I'M HAPPY." (Jonathan, on work
accidents while recovering from lasic surgery)
"This is a murder you know and love." (Jonathan, about Murder She Wrote)
"Oh, that's not an elephant; that's a car." (Jonathan, when the view on his
computer screen suddenly changed from an aerial view of Hogle Zoo to street
view of passing cars.)
"I always jump ahead, and sometimes I end up in a crocodile's mouth."
(Jonathan, upon thinking about if he gets the job at Hogle Zoo and not
finishing Self-Reliance class.)
"Andrew's drinking out of my pony cup and eating my cookies. " (Jonathan, for
fun.)
"That's Not My Quote Of The Year." (Jonathan)
"I've never been so happy to eat something over-cooked. " (Jonathan, about
Coconut Shrimp dinner when he came home from work around 10pm.)
"THIS QUOTE OF THE YEAR THING HAS BECOME BLACKMAIL." (Jonathan, as
Holly and Heather laughed about new quotes of the year.)
"I squeezed my nose, and she took it as a rock." (Jonathan, about Heather
thinking he did rock, in "Rock, Paper, Scissors," when he touched his nose.)
"Verily, verily I say unto thee, I forgot." (Jonathan, realizing he forgot he
needed to keep reading in scripture study, first reading the beginning of the
verse, then inadvertently explaining to someone that he'd forgotten it was still
his turn to read aloud.)
"Apparently, when I eat chocolate it releases orphans." (Jonathan, doing a
fained goof about endorphens.)
"Life is like a cashmere sweater; When you eat it, it tastes bad." (Jonathan
sarcastically quoting "Confessions of a Shoppaholic".)
"Augmented reality for dogs--it's the next big thing." (Jonathan)
"You don't want to eat the people there either. " (Mistake, Jonathan talking
about Utah IMax)

Andrew:
• "I never knew there could be so much drama in theatre. " (Andrew, about
behind-the-scenes drama.)
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"No. I said there's a ship--a space ship. It's the opposite of mine; you know
that has a reversal. It's in my yard. There's a no-gun area there, so you can go
get it." (Andrew sleep-talking in response to Heather saying, "I think you're
dreaming.")
• "What's sad is that I tried to hit dad 3 times [with a pillow] and ended up
hitting Mom twice."- Andrew 3 June 2018
• "Don't touch Heather. She used to be a fetus." (Andrew)
• "Thanks for explaining my joke to me. " (Andrew)

Heather:
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"You can't take my hip off!" (Heather, when Jonathan threw a ball that nearly
collided with her head. She said, "What are you trying to do? Take my head
off?" Jonathan said, "No, your hip.")
"Pappy, come out to go potty... and I'll eat something salty." (Heather, when
she let the dogs go out, and as she did so she realized you have a craving for
salty corn chips.)
"She knows Taekwondo--don't crush our food!" (Heather, when Jonathan was
trying to squish Holly in a corner while holding bags of fast-food.)
"If you want to respect a cat, don't make him fat." (Heather, on a good reason
a cat sculpture wasn't as fat as the real cat in Istanbul. )
"Did you just lick your lips at me? I'm blowing my nose. Only my dad licks his
lips at that." (Heather, when she blew her nose, and Roxy licked her lips when
Heather looked at her. Dad licks his lips to pretend Heather blowing her nose
is appetizing, to make her laugh.)
"When I don't have context, I assume it's a nose." (Heather, not understanding
the context of a statement. )
"This is why you're not in sales. " (Heather, to Harold when he said that in
addition to using Ronan as a sales promotion in Wizarding Days, they should
put an Angry Cat hat on him, too. No one understood the lure that would
have.)
"Betrayal! Now, I've got to eat your hand--Don't pull away. " (An exhaustedly
ditsy Heather, to Mom.)
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"I'd throw a pillow at you, but I just prayed for peace in our home." (Heather,
when She'd just said family prayer, and Jonathan was jokingly teasing her.)
"And, you know, the more we learn about animals, the more we realize how
smart they are. Maybe we should eat fewer of them." (Heather)
"Sorry. I forgot your finger wasn't just something to push into my shoulder."
(Heather, after grabbing Mom's finger in an effort to guide her as to where her
shoulder hurt, and contorted Mom's finger in the process.)
"Oh, yeah, I should be going to bed, not looking at my hair and thinking about
what kind of cabinet a Mormon would set-up." (Heather, contemplating
Mormons running for president of the United States.)
"I think cats are telepathic." (Heather on cats and why they seek out people
allergic to them and rub up against them.)
"I told him when he put them in his nose." -Heather
(Context: Dad put a clip in his nose. Heather told him the clip was for temple
cards. He immediately took them out. Later Mom asked if she'd told him what
the pins ds," and looked at Heather, grinning.)were for. She had not seen him
put the clip in his nose. He said, "They're for temple card
"My doctor says chocolate is ok because of my religion!" -- Heather (Context: I
use chocolate for periods. He suggested tea, but remembered we are
Mormon. So he said the chocolate would be acceptable.)
“I've never met a happy, loving pessimist.” - Heather
Context: learned about a happy loving pessimist
“OK, if you are betting your butt, it's gonna be gone.”
- Heather (Context: Jonathan said, "21st century my butt," when I said I was
from the 21st century so had women’s rights, when he was pretending to be a
scientist from the 17th century.)
"This time I only had ONE leg on the whale. " (Heather)
"For dessert tonight, I think I'll have a dog cupcake." (Heather)
"I had no idea you give birth to a steak (every time you have a baby. )"
Heather. learning about the size of placentas.
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Honorary quote: "Context is so important in life, especially when you're talking with
the Toomeys." -- Dr. Amar Joshie

”Dad tried to start RPS for prayer before it was a good time.”
Put it as an anonymous quote.

